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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features China’s campaign to rein in algorithms, South
Korea’s contract with SpaceX to launch spy satellites, China’s data sorting software for

tracking individuals, Russia’s effort to deepen cooperation with Belarus on space
infrastructure and technology, NASA’s contract with SpinLaunch, implantable payment

chips, a call for the Pentagon to invest in defense against espionage by quantum
computers, Huawei’s preparations to exit Russia, and an attempted Russian cyber

attack on Ukraine’s electrical grid.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS
→ An op/ed argues that American sanctions against Russia over Ukraine are pushing the
world to the brink of recession, potentially harming the value of the dollar. The unilateral
sanctions of the West against Russia had the unintended consequence of raising inflation levels
in Europe, East Africa, and South Asia, which were the largest importers of Russian wheat and
energy. Given that seeking alternatives and establishing substitute supply chains takes time and
capital, most economies are establishing different mechanisms to circumvent the sanctions.
These range from using barter trade to trading in their own currencies over the dollar. The latter
is igniting a debate over the use of the dollar for global trade amongst countries who are on the
fence about America’s global interventions.These include countries such as Brazil, China, South
Africa, and India (BRICS - a grouping that accounts for 24% of world GDP and 16% of world
trade). Similarly in Africa, which makes up 3% of global GDP predicted to grow 6x by 2050,
many countries will likely reconsider dollar trade. #Geopolitics #SCRM #USA #CHN #RUS
#UKR #BRA #SAF #IND The Hill

→ Google has yanked dozens of apps from its Google Play store after determining that
they include a software element that surreptitiously harvests data. The Panamanian
company that wrote the code, Measurement Systems, is linked through corporate records and
web registrations to a Virginia defense contractor that does cyberintelligence, network-defense
and intelligence-intercept work for US national security agencies. The code ran on millions of
Android devices and has been found inside several Muslim prayer apps that have been
downloaded more than 10M times, as well as highway-speed-trap detection app, a QR-code
readinga ppa nd a number of other popular consumer apps. #Geopolitics #SCRM #USA
#Cybersecurity WSJ

→ China has developed a new cyber defense infrastructure that can automatically detect
security flaws in orbiting satellites, according to military experts working on the project.
According to Chinese researchers, the Ontology of Cyber Situational Awareness for Satellites
(OntoCSA4Sat), a computer system built jointly by the National University of Defense
Technology in Changsha and the Beijing Aerospace Control Center, has a thorough database of
satellites. Unlike its existing publicly available databases, the new technology can identify a
satellite’s potential flaws, calculate the most effective ways to attack it, and suggest
countermeasures. The research team demonstrated the machine’s capabilities in a case study
using the American satellite Iridium 108. The high-speed communication satellite serves the US
military, energy industries, and airlines, among others. They discovered numerous possible
vulnerabilities in the American satellite based on publicly available information such as the
satellite’s manufacturer, operator, and launch vehicle, as well as data that was not publicly
available - such as the model of the satellite’s onboard computer, the architecture of its CPU,
and its operating system - including one that would allow a nefarious actor to read application
data. There are thousands of satellites in orbit, each with hundreds of components that could be
vulnerable to hackers due to software or hardware flaws. Additionally, the overcrowding of
space has fueled concerns of cyber attacks on satellites. Given the inexpensive and readily
available disruptive tools in the digital age, both military and commercial satellites remain
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vulnerable to hacking by state and non-state actors. #SAT #Cybersecurity #USA #CHN
Eurasian Times

DIGITALIZATION
→ China launched a formal campaign to rein in the potential abuse of algorithms by
internet giants from ByteDance to Tencent Holdings, taking aim at the way social media
platforms deliver ads and content. The Cyberspace Administration of China will conduct
on-site inspections of firms and ask them to submit their various services for review, the internet
watchdog said in a statement Friday, April 8. According to the administration, large-scale
websites, platforms, and products with big influence will be targeted. The campaign is aimed at
implementing and enforcing sweeping rules unveiled in August governing the industry’s use of
algorithms to surface content for users, which took effect last month. It is part of a broader effort
that started in late 2020 to curtail the widening influence of China’s largest and richest
corporations, whose platforms now control every sphere of public discourse and entertainment.
In its 30-point proposal, the government asked that companies disclose the basic principles of
any algorithm recommendation service and provide convenient options for turning off algorithm
recommendations. It also said algorithms must adhere to “mainstream values” and “actively
spread positive energy.” #DIG #AI #CHN SCMP

→ Chinese personal computer manufacturer Lenovo will spend more than $15.7B over
the next 5 years on research and development as the company shifts from hardware to
high-tech services. The company unveiled the plan during a company event kicking off the
new fiscal year. Lenovo seeks to boost technological development and speed up the shift to a
service-oriented business model. In the short term, it wants to move forward with product
innovation in its current lineup. In the medium term, the company will concentrate on data,
augmented reality, virtual reality, and cloud services. Lenovo's long-term plan is to engage in
core technology geared toward next-generation AI and communications, among other
applications. Lenovo will hire 12k additional R&D staff members within three years. The
company had ~10k people in the department during the fiscal year which ended March 2021,
according to Chinese media. The company also plans to step up recruiting efforts on college
campuses and bring in approximately 3,600 new hires during the new fiscal year. Amid the
global chip shortage, Lenovo has invested in 15 semiconductor design companies, according to
the company. The group also said it purchased stakes in companies specializing in core
components, augmented reality, virtual reality, robotics, and industrial software. #DIG #AI #CHP
Nikkei Asia

→ Pinterest is rolling out new guidelines prohibiting posts that contain misinformation
about climate change, as social media companies continue to grapple with curbing the
spread of false and misleading information. The social media platform said Wednesday, April
6 it will remove content from users or advertisers that it deems as misinformation about the
existence or impact of climate change. Pinterest is aiming to eliminate content that it says
misrepresents scientific data and false or misleading findings about public-safety emergencies
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including natural disasters. The platform will use automated systems and moderators to take
action on content that violates the new guidelines. Users will also be able to flag content to be
reviewed. Pinterest joins other tech companies that have taken steps to limit the spread of false
information on climate change. Google said in October it will no longer allow digital ads bought
on its platform to appear next to online content that denies climate change, a ban that will also
apply to YouTube. Facebook added new guidelines in November that use fact-checking
organizations to determine if climate-change content is false. If it is false, Facebook reduces its
distribution so fewer people see it and applies warning labels to the posts. #DIG #GRN WSJ

→ Hitachi has developed a finger vein-based biometrics authentication system to enable
users to check in to a hotel or make payments at shops without a credit card or
smartphone. The user only needs to place a finger over the reader, and the machine will
identify the user and obtain the necessary information. The system can potentially replace credit
cards or smartphones and will also speed up various transactions and check-ins for business
operators. Hitachi will not own the personal data utilized by the system. It will use blockchain
technology to keep a record of data retrievals and ensure the authenticity of the information.
The market for blockchain-based identity management is estimated to grow more than 100
times from 2018 to $11.46B in 2026, according to a projection by Research and Markets, an
Irish research company. #DIG #FIN #JPN Nikkei Asia

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ The Navigation Technology Satellite-3 (NTS-3) will be used to augment the positioning,
navigation, and timing (PNT) services currently provided by GPS satellites. The
experiment is funded by the Air Force Research Laboratory, and the satellite will be placed into
a geostationary Earth orbit in 2023. The concept of adding another layer of PNT could be
significant as the Pentagon fears that signals from GPS satellites in medium Earth orbit (MEO)
could be jammed or disrupted during a conflict. One goal for NTS-3 is to test software-defined
radio technologies so signals can be reprogrammed to confuse and defeat jammers. A ground
system being developed by Parsons would integrate GPS and NTS-3 signals and assess the
network’s performance in a jamming environment. The satellite is being assembled at an
L3Harris facility in Palm Bay, Florida and is projected to launch on the USSF-106 mission
planned by the US Space Force. This would be the first national security mission to fly on
United Launch Alliance’s new Vulcan Centaur rocket. Once in orbit, NTS-3 will provide PNT
services over the US. #SAT #USA Space News

→ South Korea has signed a contract with SpaceX to launch five spy satellites by 2025,
with the first launch on a Falcon 9 rocket by the end of 2023. Under the project, five
satellites – four synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellites and one featuring an electro-optical
infrared (EO/IR) telescope – will be launched to low Earth orbit between 600 and 700 km by
2025. This will enable South Korea’s military to observe nuclear-armed North Korea’s key
military facilities every two hours with 30-50 centimeters resolution imagery, according to a 2019
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report produced by the Korea Institute of S&T Evaluation and Planning. #SAT #USA #KOR
#PRK Space News

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ Dozens of Chinese firms have built software that uses AI to sort data collected on
residents amid high demand from authorities seeking to upgrade their surveillance tools.
According to more than 50 publicly available documents examined by Reuters, dozens of
entities in China have over the past four years bought such software, known as "one person,
one file." Although China's existing systems can collect data on individuals, law enforcement
and other users have been left to organize it. One person, one file is a way of sorting
information that makes it easier to track individuals. The tenders examined by Reuters represent
a fraction of such efforts by Chinese police units and Party bodies to upgrade surveillance
networks by tapping into the power of big data and AI, according to industry experts. Beijing
says its monitoring is crucial to combating crime while human rights activists say the country is
building a surveillance state that infringes on privacy and unfairly targets groups such as the
Uyghur Muslim minority. Nine of the tenders indicated the software would be used with facial
recognition technology that could, the documents specified, identify whether a passerby was
Uyghur, connecting to early warning systems for the police and creating archives of Uyghur
faces. At least four of the tenders said the software should be able to pull information from the
individual's social media accounts. Half of the tenders said the software would be used to
compile and analyze personal details such as relatives, social circles, vehicle records, marriage
status, and shopping habits. #AI #CHN Reuters

→ According to the World Economic Forum (WEF), advancing artificial empathy will
allow brands to better target individual consumer needs. Artificial empathy is fundamentally
about giving technology the ability to discover and respond to human emotions. Humana
Pharmacy, for example, uses an empathetic AI service to help its call center teams handle
customers more efficiently through emotion analytics. The solution deciphers the emotions of
clients through the mapping of behavioral patterns such as a delayed pause, a rise in speech
speed, or tempo. The analysis is relayed to the teams in messages such as “speaking a little
fast” or “relate to the customer a bit more.” Such examples of empathetic AI will increase in the
future. Technology provides industries with insights about what the customer has done, but also
about the nuances that help anticipate future needs. Mining such insights requires analyzing
reams of data to detect wider patterns or evolving preferences. According to the WEF,
businesses cannot just rely on research and data teams to glean customer responses – there is
a present need for active listeners with ears on the ground and an ability to respond in real-time.
Businesses must identify appropriate use cases of artificial empathy and can then strategically
implement its use into the services that they provide to customers. #AI #USA World Economic
Forum

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
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→ Nokia is exiting the Russian market permanently, becoming the latest western
company to exit a country that is becoming increasingly toxic to associate with. Nokia in
early March suspended deliveries of networking equipment to Russia, stopped accepting any
new business, and moved its limited R&D activities out of the country. It will now begin removing
its operations and services from Russia for good, a process that could take some time. Nokia’s
decision comes one day after Swedish rival Ericsson announced that it was “indefinitely
suspending” all activities in Russia. Both European companies account for about 20-30% of the
market for radio network equipment in Russia respectively, according to market research
company Dell’Oro, with Chinese groups Huawei and ZTE making up the rest. Unlike Ericsson,
Nokia said it would be applying for the necessary licenses to continue to maintain and repair
network infrastructure in Russia while it undertakes its managed exit from the country. It said
this was “for humanitarian reasons” and to ensure the continued flow of information and access
to the internet so Russian citizens can access outside perspectives. #5G #RUS #UKR #FIN
#CHN Financial Times

→ According to a report by Eightfold AI, 33% of top network engineering and operations
roles aren't equipped with the skills to address emerging telecom trends – in particular,
5G and open RAN. In its analysis of a global dataset of 500k publicly available profiles from
telecom companies, Eightfold AI, which runs an AI platform for workforce recruitment and
retainment, found that telecom companies need more employees skilled in construction and
cybersecurity fields, for example. Eightfold AI explains that the skills gap is an immediate issue
that telecom companies need to address within the next two years to prepare for trends such as
5G and IoT, cloud and edge computing, big data and AI, SDN and SASE, and open RAN. Of
these trends, the report identified that the telecom industry is better positioned to deploy new
capabilities around cloud and edge computing, as well as big data, but among the lowest areas
of talent readiness are 5G and open RAN. #5G #AI #Cybersecurity Light Reading

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ A crypto platform's pledge to amass $10B worth of bitcoin to back its own
"stablecoin" is part of an effort to crown bitcoin as the reserve currency of a new age.
Seoul-based Terraform Labs has so far built up nearly 40k bitcoin worth $1.7B in a series of
purchases via a non-profit affiliate, Luna Foundation Guard, according to publicly available
blockchain data. The spree follows Terraform co-founder Do Kwon's announcement on Twitter
last month that the project would buy the $10B worth of bitcoin reserves to underpin TerraUSD,
breaking ranks with other large stablecoins – an expanding class of cryptocurrencies that aim to
minimize wild price swings and are typically backed by US dollar reserves. A stablecoin backed
by bitcoin reserves, according to Kwon, "will open a new monetary era of the Bitcoin standard,"
referencing the gold standard that formed the backbone of global finance about a century ago.
Such acquisitions, and the anticipation of more to come, are supporting the price of bitcoin, with
some market players identifying them as a big driver of bitcoin's climb back towards $48k at the
end of March. Yet it remains unclear if other platforms will follow Terraform’s vision. #FIN #KOR
Reuters
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→ A cryptocurrency expert was sentenced in New York to 63 months in prison after
pleading guilty to helping North Korea evade US sanctions. Virgil Griffith, an Ethereum
Foundation cryptocurrency scientist, pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to violate the
International Emergency Economic Powers Act in September, just before he was to go on trial.
He was sentenced Tuesday, April 12 in Manhattan. Griffith attended a 2019 blockchain and
cryptocurrency conference in the North Korean capital, Pyongyang, ignoring specific State
Department warnings. He was arrested in November 2019 in Los Angeles on charges of
providing technical blockchain information to the regime of dictator Kim Jong Un that
prosecutors said could be used to help the country launder money and evade sanctions. #FIN
#USA #PRK #Geopolitics Bloomberg

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ Russia will launch a lunar probe later this year and deepen cooperation with Belarus
on space infrastructure and technology, according to Russian President Vladimir Putin
on Tuesday, April 12. Speaking at a meeting with Belarusian leader Alexander Lukashenko at
the Vostochny Cosmodrome in Russia's Far East, Putin recalled Soviet successes in space and
said no sanctions on Russia could halt its progress. According to Putin, Russia will develop a
new generation transport spaceship and technologies for nuclear energy in space.
He also said Russia would launch a probe called Luna-25 to the moon in the third quarter of this
year. Moreover, Putin affirmed that Russia would work with Belarus on infrastructure that
guarantees the country's independent access to space, adding that he'd asked Russia's space
agency, Roscosmos, to train a Belarusian for flight on a Russian spacecraft. #AER #RUS #UKR
#BLR Reuters

→ NASA has signed a contract with SpinLaunch to fly and recover a payload as part of a
developmental test flight that could lead to future launches. SpinLaunch was founded in
2014 to develop an alternative to conventional rockets for reaching beyond Earth's atmosphere.
SpinLaunch’s launch system uses kinetic energy as its primary method to get off the ground –
with a vacuum-sealed centrifuge spinning the rocket at several times the speed of sound before
releasing. The company completed its first public test of its suborbital mass accelerator in New
Mexico last October and hopes to perform its first orbital test flight as soon as 2025. If the NASA
SpinLaunch test goes well, it could give the space agency a new way to get some of its
unmanned spacecraft out of Earth’s atmosphere.
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#AER #SAT #USA CNet Yahoo

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ People across Europe are increasingly getting contactless payment microchip
implants. When it comes to implantable payment chips, British-Polish firm Walletmor claims to
have been the first to sell them in 2021. Founder and CEO Wojtek Paprota says that the implant
“can be used wherever contactless payments are accepted". The Walletmor chip, which weighs
less than a gram and is about the size of a grain of rice, is made up of a tiny microchip and an
antenna encased in a biopolymer, which is a naturally sourced material similar to plastic. The
microchip does not require a battery or any other form of power. The company claims to have
sold over 500 of the chips. Walletmor employs near-field communication (NFC), the contactless
payment system found in smartphones. Other payment implants rely on radio-frequency
identification (RFID), the same technology found in physical contactless debit and credit cards.
A survey of over 4,000 people in the UK and the EU in 2021 found that 51% would consider it.
The issue with such chips (and what causes concern among experts) is whether they will
become more advanced in the future, and contain a person's private data.
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#BIO #CHP #FIN #DIG #EU #GBR #POL #NLD BBC

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

→ Graphite, a critical mineral used in EV batteries, could see a shortage in supply amid
surging demand for EVs, which may delay the global drive to reduce the carbon footprint.
With EV sales expected to reach up to 11M units in 2022, there could be a deficit of around 40k
tons of graphite this year, according to analysts. While the deficit would not destroy the demand
for EVs, it could extend the timeline for wider integration of electric vehicles. Governments have
been encouraging carmakers to produce EVs with subsidies and policy shifts, as consumer
acceptance of EVs increases. Growth in graphite demand is forecast to average an 18%
increase YoY until 2030, according to Benchmark Mineral Intelligence. In 2021, China was the
world’s leading producer of natural graphite, producing an estimated 820k tons, or around 79%
of total world output, according to a report by the US Geological Survey in January. #GRN
#SCRM SCMP

→ Tesla CEO Elon Musk signaled that the electric car giant might start mining lithium due
to skyrocketing cost of the metal key to battery technology. Lithium has joined the turmoil
gripping commodities in the wake of Russia’s war on Ukraine. Even before the war, prices of
raw materials rallied with demand surging and supply affected by pandemic-triggered supply
chain issues. An index of global lithium prices compiled by Benchmark Mineral Intelligence has
surged almost 490% in the past year. China worries about prices of lithium so much that it
hauled in a range of market players for two days of talks focused on halting a run-up in prices.
Lithium is a key component in electric vehicle batteries and so automakers are racing to secure
supplies, expecting a surge in demand amid a global push for the electrification of
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transportation. Tesla has signed supply deals with producers of battery metals in the past couple
of years, including a secret one with mining giant Vale. #GRN #SCRM #USA #CHN #RUS
#UKR #BRA SCMP

→ Honda plans to spend $40B on its push into EVs over the next decade. Some 30 EV
models will be launched by 2030 with a production volume of more than 2M vehicles a year,
according to a Tuesday, April 11 statement by the automaker. Honda also stated that EVs will
make up around 40% of the company’s fleet by the end of the decade. Last month, Honda
issued $2.75B of green bonds that it intends to use to fund the development and production of
EVs and fuel-cell cars. Part of Honda’s electrification offensive has involved doubling down on
China – the world’s largest EV market. In October, Honda announced plans to launch 10 EVs
under its “e:N Series” within five years in the nation. The carmaker also pledged that all models
it introduces in China after 2030 will be electric and announced plans for several dedicated EV
production plants in the country. Honda, which sources Ultium batteries from GM, is exploring
the possibility of creating a joint venture with another company for battery production. One
reason for pursuing such partnerships is cost savings. Along with GM, Honda is seeking to bring
EV costs down so they reach price parity with gasoline-powered cars. #GRN #JPN #USA #CHN
Bloomberg

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ As we previously reported, the US tested a hypersonic missile in March – the missile
was supposedly propelled by a scramjet engine with a 3D printed drive system. By 3D
printing the drive system, propulsion system manufacturer Aerojet Rocketdyne is said to have
been able to construct it using 95% fewer parts than were needed to build its previous iteration,
which powered the Mach 5-capable US Air Force (USAF) X-51A Waverider. Developed via a
military R&D program with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), and Lockheed Martin, the company’s engine is designed to
propel an air-launched missile system that can be built and fired with greater efficacy than the
weapons of US rivals. As Western countries ramp up their defense spending in response to
Russian aggression, many are beginning to focus on hypersonic flight-related research, in which
3D printing is playing a pivotal role. Yet DARPA has long-expressed its willingness to deploy the
technology at a greater scale. In September 2020, the agency commissioned a study into
expediting hypersonic missile production in which it detailed plans for a Hypersonic Production
Accelerator Facility designed to house 3D printers among other advanced technologies. #MFG
#AER #USA #RUS #UKR 3D Printing Industry

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Toyota subsidiary Woven Planet is following Tesla's lead in attempting to advance
self-driving technology through the use of low-cost cameras. Woven Planet says it can
collect data and effectively train its self-driving system using cameras, a "breakthrough" that it
hopes will help drive down costs and scale up the technology. Gathering diverse driving data
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from a large fleet of cars is critical to developing a robust self-driving car system, but testing
autonomous vehicles only with expensive sensors is costly and not scalable, it added. Woven
Planet continues to use data from other sensors, such as radars and lidars, for training and
long-term deployment. Tesla has been relying on cameras to collect data from over 1M vehicles
on the road in order to develop its automated driving technology, whereas Alphabet's Waymo
and other self-driving car companies have added expensive sensors such as lidars to a small
number of vehicles. Woven Planet employs cameras that are 90% less expensive than the
sensors it previously employed and can be easily installed in fleets of passenger cars. #AUT #AI
#JPN #USA Reuters

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Huawei filed a patent application for a semiconductor packaging innovation, which
industry analysts describe as a potential way to mitigate the impact of US chip sanctions.
The company’s patent application for “a type of chip stacking package and terminal device” is
expected to help “solve the problem of high costs due to the use of through-chip via [also known
as through-silicon via or TSV], while ensuring power supply requirements”, according to a
statement by the China National Intellectual Property Administration. According to a 2009 paper
published by the IEEE, TSV technology allows stacked chips to interconnect via direct contact,
resulting in high-speed signal processing and improved photo detection for image sensing. TSV
was first used in high-volume chip manufacturing over a decade ago. “The main difficulty
Huawei faces in terms of semiconductors is that advanced chips cannot be manufactured
because of [current] equipment and foundry constraints,” according to an expert. Separately, on
Monday, April 11, Huawei founder Ren Zhengfei said that the telecoms giant will need to
increase patent licensing as it seeks to reinvent itself in the face of US sanctions. #CHP #SCRM
#Geopolitics #CHN #USA SCMP

→ Intel is reshaping its AI strategy as it attempts to catch up to Nvidia, a market leader in
chips designed to excel at AI computations. Because of its dominance in AI-specific chips,
Nvidia surpassed Intel as the most valuable chip company in the US in terms of market
capitalization two years ago, accounting for roughly 80% of revenue from AI-specific
computation in large data centers. AI chips are a small but rapidly expanding subset of the
overall chip market. Rising demand for faster, more efficient AI computation has resulted in the
formation of dozens of chip startups, while the leading chip makers have made significant
investments. According to Allied Market Research, based in Portland, Oregon, the AI chip
market was worth around $8B in 2020 and is expected to grow to nearly $200B by 2030. Intel’s
strategy is to build a stable of chips and
open-source software that covers a broad
range of computing needs as AI becomes
more prevalent. Intel is developing a set of
"neuromorphic chips" that are intended to
mimic the structure of the human brain and
may be added to Intel's AI offerings in the
future as part of their strategy. Moreover, the
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addition of GPUs to Intel's product line is one significant change in pursuit of that strategy.
Those chips, which were unveiled more than two years ago, could help it compete with Nvidia,
which specializes in GPUs designed for computer gaming but adapted for machine learning
tasks. #CHP #AI #BIO #USA WSJ

→ The Russian government will provide $8.5M to Moscow's Institute of Electronic
Technology (MIET) to support X-ray lithography research. MIET will use the Ministry of
Trade and Industry funds to advance its plans to develop a maskless lithography machine
based on an X-ray synchrotron and/or plasma source. They expect these machines to be
capable of processing semiconductor wafers with 28nm, 16nm, and smaller designs. The
Russian government decided at the end of last month to provide significant funding to local
research institutes in order to develop machinery critical to the domestic semiconductor industry.
The Russian government is also thinking about ways to collaborate more closely with China.
ASML supplies the EUV lithography machines that are at the heart of the world's most
advanced fabs. Companies such as TSMC, Samsung, and Intel are all vying for these
machines, but some countries on advanced technology sanctions lists are not permitted to
purchase them. The most notable members of the ASML ban list are Russia and China. #CHP
#SCRM #Geopolitics #RUS #CHN #NLD #USA #KOR #TWN Tom’s Hardware

→ Chipmakers looking to expand production capacity are having to wait for key
equipment as the semiconductor industry faces unprecedented parts shortages and
supply constraints. Leading chip manufacturers, such as Applied Materials, KLA, Lam
Research, and ASML, have warned clients that they will have to wait up to 18 months for some
critical machines. There are shortages of everything from lenses, valves, and pumps to
microcontrollers, engineering plastics, and electronic modules, according to the companies. At
the same time, demand for chip machines is increasing. TSMC, United Microelectronics Corp.
(UMC), Intel, and Samsung all have plans to expand their chip plants, some as early as next
year, and sources say they are beginning to worry that long lead times will jeopardize their
plans. Wait times for some KLA testing equipment manufactured in the US exceed 20 months.
Separately, Taiwan's Nanya Technology announced on Monday, April 11, that construction of its
$10.3B memory chip plant will be delayed for more than six months, with production not
beginning until 2025 at the earliest. #CHP #SCRM #USA #NLD #TWN #KOR Nikkei Asia

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ The previous chief data officer of the US Department of Defense has called for the
Pentagon to make urgent investments to defend against potential espionage from
quantum computers. Quantum computing could allow actors to decrypt the algorithms that
underpin encryption protocols, allowing them to access a wealth of sensitive data. David Spirk's
remarks come amid warnings that US adversaries, particularly China, are aggressively pursuing
advanced technologies that have the potential to dramatically accelerate the pace of modern
warfare. According to the Pentagon's latest annual report to Congress on China's military power,
China is “at or near the lead on numerous science fields,” including AI and quantum. Meanwhile,
the National Security Agency warned last year that adversarial use of a quantum computer
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"could be devastating" to the US and its national security systems. According to the NSA, it
could take 20 years or more to implement new post-quantum cryptography that is resistant to
such code-cracking. If the US does not make the necessary investments in defensive quantum
today, "our concepts around encryption, data security, and cybersecurity will be obsolete
because computers will break our cryptography," according to Spirk. He went on to say that all
of the encrypted data that adversaries have already gathered is at risk of being exposed. #QNT
#AI #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #USA #CHN Bloomberg

→ The US and Finland signed a Joint Statement on Cooperation in Quantum Information
Science and Technology (QIST), indicating both countries' intent to strengthen
cooperation in the field. The Joint Statement will leverage both countries' strengths in QIST
and QIST-enabling fields in order to pursue innovative research, expand the future marketplace,
build a strong supply chain, and develop the next generation of skills and talent. #QNT #SCRM
#Geopolitics #USA #FIN The Quantum Insider

GEOPOLITICS
→ According to reports, Huawei, which is already sanctioned by the US, is preparing to
exit Russia by furloughing some local employees and suspending new contracts with
operators. The move comes as companies still operating in the country try to avoid secondary
sanctions imposed by the US and Europe in the aftermath of Russia's invasion of Ukraine. In
addition to the Forbes Russia report, the local newspaper Izvestia reported this month that
Huawei has suspended new contracts for supplying network equipment to Russian operators
since the end of March. According to the report, which also cited an anonymous source, Huawei
may reassess its product portfolio in Russia and continue to sell equipment made without US
technology. #Geopolitics #5G #CHN #RUS #UKR #USA #EUR SCMP

→ The US Justice Department convicted two Chinese scientists of espionage, including
stealing trade secrets and concealing work done in China with US funding. Haitao Xiang,
a Chinese national residing in the US, was sentenced in federal court to 29 months in prison
and a $150k fine for stealing a trade secret from agribusiness giant Monsanto earlier this year.
According to court documents, Monsanto and its subsidiary, The Climate Corporation, created a
digital online farming software platform to assist farmers in collecting field data to increase
productivity. The platform included an algorithm known as the Nutrient Optimizer, which the
companies considered a trade secret and intellectual property. According to federal prosecutors,
Xiang transferred the trade secret to a memory card and then attempted to take it to China for
the Chinese government's benefit. Separately, a chemical engineering professor at the
University of Kansas, Feng "Franklin" Tao, was convicted on charges of concealing work he was
doing in China while conducting research funded by the US government. He was one of about
two dozen academics charged by the US Department of Justice with alleged Chinese
espionage and research theft. Tao denies the allegations. Prosecutors claimed that Tao signed
a five-year contract with Fuzhou University in China in 2018 that required him to work full-time
after applying to one of China's "talent plans". The prosecutors added that Tao falsely claimed
no conflicts of interest in reports filed with the university, allowing him to defraud the university,
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the US Department of Energy, and the National Science Foundation. #Geopolitics #GRN #USA
#CHN SCMP

→ Taiwan's intelligence agencies have launched investigations into approximately 100
Chinese firms suspected of illegally poaching semiconductor engineers and other tech
talent. According to a senior official at the island's Investigation Bureau, this is in addition to
seven prosecutions since the beginning of last year, and includes 27 businesses that have
either been raided or whose owners have been brought for questioning by the bureau. Taiwan,
home to TSMC and accounting for 92% of the world's most advanced semiconductor
manufacturing capacity, has exactly what China requires: chip expertise. A global chip shortage,
as well as Beijing's stated goal of achieving self-sufficiency in advanced chips have only
exacerbated the need for engineering talent. Increased military pressure from China, which
claims Taiwan as its territory, has only strengthened Taipei's determination to defend its chip
dominance, an asset that is also strategically important to the US because much of its chip
manufacturing is outsourced to the island. In March 2022, the bureau carried out its largest
operation to date, a raid on eight companies to counter what it called "the Chinese Communist
Party's illegal activities of talent-poaching and secret-stealing". Taiwanese law prohibits Chinese
investment in certain parts of the semiconductor supply chain, such as chip design, and requires
reviews in other areas, such as chip packaging, making it extremely difficult for Chinese chip
firms to operate legally on the island. In a related development, Taiwan's government has
proposed making the disclosure of core chip technologies a violation of national security law.
#Geopolitics #CHP #SCRM #TWN #CHN Reuters

CYBERSECURITY
→ The US government warned on Wednesday, April 13 that advanced hackers had
demonstrated the ability to "gain full system access" to multiple industrial control
systems. In a joint advisory with the Department of Energy, the NSA, and the FBI, the
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) stated that the affected devices
include: Schneider Electric programmable logic controllers (PLCs), OMRON Sysmac NEX
PLCs, and Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) servers.
#Cybersecurity #USA Reuters CISA

→ On Tuesday, April 12, Ukrainian officials announced that the country had successfully
thwarted a cyber attack by Russian-backed hackers aimed at disrupting the country's
electrical grid. The attempted attack, which occurred last week, was aimed at computers
controlling high-voltage substations of a Ukrainian energy company, according to a statement
from the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) of Ukraine. The attack was attributed to
a hacking group known as Sandworm, according to Ukrainian officials. The hackers have been
linked to the GRU, Russia's military intelligence agency. According to a Ukrainian government
document shared with international partners in recent weeks, Russian hackers recently broke
into a Ukrainian power company and temporarily shut down nine electric substations. ESET, a
Slovakian cybersecurity firm that investigated the attempted hack, said in a statement that the
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April 8 attack had been planned for at least two weeks. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #UKR
#RUS #SVK WSJ The Hill

→ On April 8, Finland reported a "cyber attack" on government websites as the Nordic
country planned to apply for NATO membership. The event occurred during Ukrainian
President Zelenskyy's webcast speech to Finnish lawmakers. Finland’s Ministry of Defense
tweeted on April 8, that its website had been attacked and would be unavailable until further
notice. After resolving the issue a few hours later, the department clarified that the cyber attack
was a denial-of-service attack, which aims to shut down a website so that users cannot access
its information. According to the Finnish Foreign Ministry's Twitter, the attack also affected the
ministry's websites. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #FIN #UKR Bloomberg The Hill

→ According to the threat intelligence firm Recorded Future, suspected state-sponsored
Chinese hackers have targeted India's critical infrastructure in recent months as part of
an apparent cyber-espionage campaign. The hackers, according to the report, targeted at
least seven "load dispatch" centers of its energy sector in northern India, which are responsible
for carrying out real-time operations for grid control and electricity distribution in the areas where
they are located, near the disputed India-China border in Ladakh. One of the load dispatch
centers was previously targeted by another hacking group, RedEcho, which Recorded Future
claims has "strong overlaps" with a hacking group linked to the Chinese government.
Furthermore, the hackers hacked an Indian national emergency response system and a
subsidiary of a multinational logistics company. According to Recorded Future, the hacking
group TAG-38 used malicious software called ShadowPad, which was previously associated
with China's People's Liberation Army and the Ministry of State Security. #Cybersecurity
#Geopolitics #CHN #IND Bloomberg

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Companies such as Apple and Tesla have been impacted by supply disruptions in
China caused by the ongoing Covid-19 outbreak. Automakers such as Tesla and
Volkswagen have been forced to halt production at their Shanghai plants, while the city of 25M
people has been sealed off to prevent the spread of the highly infectious omicron variant. Nio, a
Chinese EV startup, announced that it has halted production and delayed deliveries because
many of its suppliers have been forced to close their doors. Contemporary Amperex Technology
Co. Ltd. (CATL), the world's largest manufacturer of electric vehicle batteries, has implemented
a closed loop for workers at its main factory in China in an effort to avoid shutdowns. According
to industry executives, some Taiwanese electronic manufacturers are shifting urgent orders out
of China or planning to ship half-finished products from Taiwan to countries in Southeast Asia or
North America for further processing. According to company representatives, officials began
asking factories to temporarily close, with at least 40 Taiwan-based electronic manufacturers
affected. Eson Precision Engineering Co., a mechanical-parts manufacturer for Tesla, and
Unimicron Technology Corp., a printed circuit-board manufacturer for Apple, were among those
that went bankrupt. #SCRM #CHP #GRN #USA #CHN #TWN Bloomberg Reuters WSJ
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→ According to Chinese customs data, China's imports of integrated circuits (ICs) fell
9.6% in volume from a year ago in the first quarter, countering a 33.6% increase in the
same period in 2021. China's position in the global supply chain is under increasing pressure
as a result of rising geopolitical headwinds and Beijing's zero-tolerance approach to the
Coronavirus. As China battles a wave of Omicron outbreaks, its efforts to strengthen its
domestic semiconductor production capability continue, despite failures to secure cutting-edge
chip-making equipment and technologies. According to a report released this week by trade
group SEMI, China remained the world's largest semiconductor manufacturing equipment
market in 2021, with sales increasing by 58% to $29.6B. #SCRM #CHP #Geopolitics #CHN
SCMP

→ China accounted for the majority of exports of certain pharmaceutical raw materials in
2020, and it now plays an essential role in the supply chain for antibiotics and vitamins.
The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted how heavily the global pharmaceutical supply chain
relies on China, even for the most basic chemical building blocks. An active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API) is a component of a drug that has a health impact, such as suppressing a
disease or its symptoms. APIs are created by combining substances known as key starting
materials (KSMs) and intermediates. Until the mid-1990s, the West and Japan were said to
produce 90% of the world's APIs. However, the UK's Medicines and Healthcare Products
Regulatory Agency estimated in 2017 that China alone produced roughly 40% of all APIs.
According to Deloitte, China has an advantage in "low-cost and off-patent APIs" such as
antibiotics. The country's large share of APIs appears to be even greater when the trail is
followed upstream to KSMs, which are frequently simple yet versatile chemical substances
produced in bulk. Even India, another pharmaceutical giant that is frequently regarded as a
viable alternative to China, is heavily reliant on Chinese supplies. According to the European
Commission, India accounts for approximately 20% of global generic drug demand in terms of
volume, but it imports approximately 70% of APIs from China. One reason India is having
difficulty producing cheaper APIs is that fewer Indian manufacturers produce raw materials such
as KSMs and intermediates.
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